
Ojcow National Parku Golden Autumn Tour [english
speaking guide service]

Ojcow National Park Golden Autumn in front of us! It is in October that
you can see the wonderful, full of autumn colors, the Prądnik Valley. It's
only 30 km from Krakow!

We invite you for a guided tour from the Ojców Castle through the
magnificent views of the Prądnik Valley, the "green trail" leading to the
Dark Cave , which we will also visit. After sightseeing, we continue
along the trail through the breathtaking viewpoints to finally descend to
the bottom of the valley and go towards Ojców next to the Krakowska
Gate and the Spring of Love. We will finish our trip with a fire at which
everyone will bake sausages themselves.

Term:
13/10/2019 at 9:00
20/10/2019 at 9:00

Price:
99 PLN / school-age children
109 PLN / adult

Meeting place: Parking at the Fisherman House (street Bulwarowa,
Kraków)
Duration: 6-7 hours.

The price includes:
- entry ticket to the Ciemna Cave and the Ojców Castle
- english speaking guide service on the entire tour
- bonfire with sausages
- accident insurance
- transport from Kraków-Ojców-Kraków
---
>The tour will take place with a minimum of 20 participants.<
---
Reservation: info@ojcow.pl +48 12 6813692

Price list for 2019

13.10.2019 09:00 AM 109 PLN/adult

20.10.2019 09:00 AM 109 PLN / adult

17.10.2020 godz. 9:00 99 zł/os.

18.10.2020 godz. 9:00 99 zł/os.

Tours for individual tourists in Ojcow National Park
The best way to feel the unique atmosphere of the Ojcow National Park.

www.ojcow.plwygenerowano: 25.04.2024 17:40:43

https://www.ojcow.pl/en/tourist-guide/castles-and-fortified-settlements/castle-in-ojcow
http://www.ojcow.pl/en/tourist-guide/caves/dark-cave
http://www.ojcow.pl


 Additional information:  Included in the price:

Organizator

Biuro Podróży
ECOTRAVEL

tel./fax. 0-12 681 36 92
rezerwacja@ecotravel.p
www.ecotravel.pl

Sightseeing time: about 4-7 hours depending on the route. hiring a tourist guide in the Ojców National Park for the duration of
the trip according to the selected route (1 guide max. 50
participants - Park Regulations),

 entry to tourist facilities by selected route
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